
         

 INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 2167/2 THE FIRST WORLD WAR 1914-1918  

The First World War broke out in 1914. It started as a European war but by 1917 it became 

purely a world war as it involved United States of America, Asia, Canada, Australia, Brazil, 

China, the Caribbean Islands and most of Africa. The cataclysm came as a 

disturbing calamity to the relative peace and tranquillity which the people of Europe had 

enjoyed since the end of the Napoleonic wars. Everyone had expected to enjoy the fruits of 

industrialisation and scientific developments that had started in Europe but this was 

however , rendered null and void by this great war of 1914.The war was fought on land 

and above land[air],on seas and under the seas. The war was fought by Germany and 

Austria-Hungary and their allies [Central powers] against Britain and France and their allies 

[Allied powers].  

Allied powers during World War One

-Canada -United States of America

-Romania -Italy

-South Africa -Greece

-Georgia -New Zealand

-Japan -China

-Portugal -Spain

-Serbia -Belgium

-Montenegro -Armenia

-Australia -Britain

-France -Russia

Central powers during World War One

-Germany -Austria-Hungary

-Turkey -Bulgaria

-Jordan

Methods of fighting used during World War One

-Air strikes -Submarine warfare

-Use of tanks -Trench warfare

-Use of poisonous gas

Seas where World War One was fought

-North Sea -English Channel

-Pacific -Atlantic

-Red sea

Weapons used during World War One

-Tanks -Hydrophone

-Howitzers -Rifles

-Battle cruisers -Aeroplanes [zeppelin]

-Destroyers -Poisonous gas

-Torpedoes -Cruisers

-Light cruisers -Machine guns

-Depth charge -Bombs [grenades]

-Submarines [U-boats] -Cannons

-Dreadnoughts [battle ships]
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Types of ships used during World War One 

-Dreadnoughts     -Light cruisers 

-Cruisers     -Battle cruisers 

-Submarines [U-boats]   -Destroyers 

European countries that had colonial interests in North Africa in early 1900s 

-Britain     -France 

-Germany     -Italy 

-Turkey     -Spain 

European countries that had interests in the Balkan region before World War One 

-Britain     -Russia 

-Germany     -Austria–Hungary 

-Turkey 

CAUSES OF WORLD WAR ONE  

Long Term Causes of World War One                                                                                                              

-The system of alliances initiated by Bismarck caused the First World War. 

-The colonial clashes or conflicts by European powers caused the 1914 war. 

-The naval race especially between Britain and Germany increased tension in Europe. 

-Arms race by European powers increased enmity among European powers. 

-Militarism in Europe also caused the 1914 war. 

-Nationalism was another cause of world war one. 

-The first Moroccan crisis [1905] and the second Moroccan crisis [1911] also contributed. 

-German Weltipolitik [a policy aimed at dominating Europe] also caused this war. 

-War plans such as the Schlieffen plan by Germany caused the 1914 war. 

-Kaiser’s utterances or tactless public statements by the Kaiser provoked other countries. 

Short term causes/Balkan Instability/Balkan crisis [1908-1914] 

-The Bosnian crisis [1908] caused the war. 

-The first Balkan war [1912] and the second Balkan war [1913] caused the 1914 war. 

-The Sarajevo assassination [1914] sparked the war. 

Causes of World War One [in detail]  

1] The Alliance System  

The system of alliances was initiated by Otto von Bismarck who was the Chancellor of 

Germany from 1871 to 1890.Following the defeat of France by Germany in the 1870-71 

Franco-Prussian war. Bismarck was determined to prevent any attempts by the French to 

regain the mineral rich provinces of Alsace-Lorraine or to find allies in Europe who would be 

prepared to assist her in a war of revenge. Generally Bismarck’s foreign policy was geared 

towards isolating France who was seen as the greatest danger to the newly created German 

Reich. Alsace-Lorraine had been absorbed into the newly created German Empire. 

a] The Dreikaiserbund Treaty/ The League of the Three Emperors[1872] 

It was signed by Kaiser William I of Germany, Tsar Alexander II of Russia and Emperor 

Francis Joseph of Austria-Hungary. By clever diplomacy, Bismarck managed to secure the 

friendship of both Austria-Hungry and Russia in spite of the conflicting ambitions of these 

two countries. By this treaty Bismarck hoped that monarchical friendship would form a 

common bond against republican France [which was one reason why he wanted France to 
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remain a republic]. Bismarck was able to isolate France by befriending Austria Hungary and 

Russia whom France could get into friendship with. 

Terms of this Treaty 

-The league members agreed to cooperate in the suppression of subversive activities in their 

countries. 

-They agreed to consult each other if other powers threatened European peace. 

-The three monarchs agreed to consult each other about events in the Balkans. 

-The three agreed to assist each other in case of an attack of any member by two or more 

powers. 

-In case of an attack by one country, others were to remain neutral [not to intervene]. 

b] The Dual Alliance [1879] 

It was signed by Germany and Austria-Hungary 

Terms of this treaty 

-The two countries promised mutual aid if one of them was attacked by Russia. 

-The two promised mutual aid if one of them was attacked by any power assisted by Russia. 

-They promised each other aid if either of them were attacked by two or more powers. 

-They promised each other neutrality in the case of an attack by any other country, for 

example, France. 

-The treaty clearly promised support to Germany in the event of a joint attack by France and 

Russia. 

c] The Renewed Dreikaiserbund Treaty [1881] 

Bismarck feared that France might come into an agreement with Russia[He wanted to keep 

France isolated].As a result Bismarck persuaded Russia and Austria-Hungary to renew the 

old Dreikaiserbund .Tsar Alexander II had died and Bismarck renewed the League of the 

Three Emperors with Austria-Hungary and Russia .Thus the possibility of a Franco-Russian 

alliance was banished.  

Terms of this Treaty 

-The three powers agreed to consult each other in matters of the Balkans. 

-They promised each other neutrality if one of them was attacked by a fourth power [single] 

power. 

-Austria –Hungary was allowed to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

-There was to be creation of a Big Bulgaria [the union of Bulgaria and Eastern Roumelia] 

under Russian influence. 

-The alliance was to be renewed after every three years.  

 d] The Triple Alliance [1882] 

It was signed by Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy. It was an enlargement of the 1879 

Dual Alliance to include Italy. Italy joined because she resented French expansion in North 

Africa. Bismarck secretly encouraged French ambitions in North Africa, mainly to divert her 

from scheming to recover Alsace –Lorraine and to bring France into collision with Italy, who 

had ambitions and some 20 000 settlers in Tunis area. In 1881 the French reluctant to see an 

Italian colony established on the borders of French Algeria, took Bismarck’s hint and 

occupied Tunis. This threw Italy into the arms of Germany and the following year [1882] 

Italy joined the two powers of the 1879 Dual Alliance to form the Triple Alliance. 

Terms of this Treaty 
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-Germany and Austria-Hungary agreed to help Italy if she were attacked by France. 

-Italy agreed to help Germany if she were attacked by France. 

-Each of these powers agreed to help if either of the powers were attacked by any two or 

more powers. 

-Germany and Austria-Hungary agreed that they would help each other against a Russian 

attack of either of them. 

-In case of any war that involved Britain, Italy was to remain neutral. 

-Each of these powers agreed to remain neutral if either of them was attacked by a single. 

-the alliance was joined in the following year [1883] by Romania and later on by Turkey. 

e] The Re-insurance Treaty [1887] 

It was signed by Germany and Russia. The Dreikaiserbund was supposed to be renewed in 

1887 but failed, owing to Austro-Russian antagonism over the Balkan affairs. At that time the 

Russian press was actively anti-German and articles were advocating a Franco-Russian 

alliance. This was a threat to Germany’s policy of keeping France isolated. To improve the 

Russo-German relations, Bismarck secretly signed the Re-insurance treaty with Russia. It 

was signed without the knowledge of Italy and Austria-Hungary. 

Terms of this Treaty 

-Both promised to remain neutral if either of them was at war with a third [single] power. 

-If Russia attacked Austria-Hungary or if Germany attacked France they were to remain 

neutral. 

-They were also to try and localise the conflict. 

-Germany was to support Russian claims to influence Bulgarian affairs. 

f] The Franco-Russian Agreement / Dual Alliance 1894 

It was signed by Russia and France. France was without an ally but by 1890 she felt she 

needed one, partly because of her weakness in relation to Germany and partly because she 

was increasingly coming into conflict with Great Britain and Italy over colonial matters. 

Russia had a tradition of alliance with Germany but she had come to realise that whenever 

Austrian and Russian interests clashed in the Balkans, Germany was likely to support 

Austria. Therefore in 1890 when her existing treaty with Germany lapsed, she did not renew 

it. The dismissal of Bismarck in 1890 marked a turning point in the relations of European 

countries. French isolation died a natural death as a result of Kaiser’s policies. When the Re-

insurance treaty needed to be renewed in 1890, Kaiser William ignored. Russia signed the 

Dual Alliance with France because since 1888 Russia was being given French loans, which 

greatly helped her to finance her industrial progress. 

Terms of this Treaty 

-If France was attacked by Germany alone or by Germany and Italy, Russia would help her. 

-If Russia was attacked by Germany alone or by Germany and Austria-Hungary, France 

would help her. 

-The alliance was to continue as long as the triple alliance was in force [a clear indication that 

they were geared towards a war]. 

-If the members of the triple alliance mobilised, France and Russia were to mobilise 

immediately. 

g] The Anglo- Japanese Alliance [1902] 
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It was signed by Britain and Japan. Britain approached Japan in 1902 because she wanted an 

ally who could check Russian and German expansionist ambitions in the Far East especially 

China. The alliance was meant to guard against the movement of Russia in the Far East, that 

is, in Manchuria and Korea. Japan also wanted an ally who could help her plan for a war 

against Russia [Russo-Japanese war 1904]. This alliance was the first step which Britain took 

to end her isolation. 

Terms of this Treaty 

-Britain was to support Japan in the Far East if Japan was in a war with two other powers. 

-If either of them was to wage war against two powers, her ally was bound to join her. 

-If either power went to war to maintain the Far Eastern status quo, the other promised to 

remain neutral. 

-If Japan was at war with a third power [single power] Britain was to remain neutral. 

-If Britain was at war with a third power [single power] Japan was to remain neutral. 

-Britain recognised Japan’s interests in Korea. 

Why Britain abandoned the policy of splendid isolation / Why Britain looked for allies 

-She wanted an ally who could check Russian and Germany expansionist ambitions in the Far 

East especially China. 

-All the major powers had aligned themselves, for example, the dual alliance of 1879, the 

Franco-Russian alliance of 1893-4 and the Triple alliance and so on. 

-Britain had the desire to control Russian expansion in the Balkans. 

-Arms race with Germany and other powers. 

-German gunboat diplomacy 

-Division of Europe into two hostile camps hinted the vulnerability of Britain. 

-The Fashoda incident of 1898 

-The congratulatory message of Kaiser William to Paul Krugger in 1896 after the Jameson 

raid failure. 

-The Anglo-Boer war of 1899-1902.In this war the Kaiser gave the Boers food supplies. 

-The Kaiser’s proclaimed Weltipolitik threatened British supremacy 

-Britain’s naval superiority was being challenged by USA, Japan and Germany 

-Germany looked for colonies next to British ones 

h] The Entente Cordiale / Anglo-French-Entente / Anglo-French agreement [1904] 

It was signed by Britain and France. An entente is an agreement to settle areas of dispute. 

This agreement was mainly concerned with colonial matters. It was not directed against 

specific enemies. It was not a military alliance. It was aimed at fostering co-operation 

between Britain and France, especially in settling disputes concerning overseas territories. 

Britain and France abandoned their traditional differences. The two were drawn together by 

the common fear of Germany’s intentions. To Kaiser William and the rest of the world, it 

showed that Britain preferred France to Germany. This alliance made France to work hard to 

draw her two friends [Russia and Britain] together.  

Terms of this Treaty 

-Britain agreed not to oppose French aims in Morocco. 

-Britain promised France a free hand in Morocco whilst Britain’s occupation of Egypt was 

not to be opposed. 

-Thus they recognised each other’s interests in Africa. 
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-The two agreed to work together in the event of a conflict. 

i] Anglo-Russian Agreement [1907] 

It was signed by Britain and Russia. It was signed in St Petersburg in Russia. It was also 

known as the Anglo-Russian agreement. The fear of a Franco-Russian drive against India 

forced Britain to oppose the extension of Russian influence. Even the downfall of Napoleon 

III did not make the British feel secure in their possession of India. At the end of the 

nineteenth century Russia’s position was growing progressively stronger than Britain. Russia 

conquered most of Central Asia and extended her influence to Manchuria and Korea, posing 

a threat to British interests in China. It was not a military alliance and not necessarily anti 

German. The agreement led to the formation of the triple entente. 

Terms of this Treaty 

-Britain and Russia settled their colonial disputes in Persia, Afghanistan and Tibet. 

-The two also settled their differences over India. 

-Tibet which was of interest to both was declared to be neutral. 

-They agreed that neither of them would interfere in Tibet’s internal affairs. 

-The treaty recognised Britain’s influence over Afghanistan. 

-Russia gained control over Northern Persia. 

-Britain gained control of South East and the Persian Gulf. 

j] The Triple Entente [1907] 

It was signed by Britain, France and Russia. France brought her two friends together. Britain 

and Russia ironed out their differences. The support given by Russia to France and Britain at 

Algeciras Conference in 1906 drew them together. This alliance was described as the anti-

German club of Britain, Russia and France.  This alliance was meant to counter the triple 

alliance. 

Terms of this Treaty 

-They agreed to divide Persia [Iran] into three spheres of influence. 

-The Northern sphere including Tehran was to be under Russian influence. 

-The Southern sphere was to be under British influence. 

-Tibet which was of interest to both was declared to be neutral. 

-They agreed that neither of them would interfere in Tibet’s internal affairs. 

-China’s sovereignty was to be recognised. 

-A complete balance of power was struck. 

 Contribution of the Alliance System to the outbreak of World War One 

-It called for the inconvenience of many countries because of the feeling of insecurity. 

-Bismarck’s alliances helped to increase the fears of other nations especially France, which 

began a frantic search for allies to counter the triple alliance. 

-It led to the division of Europe into two armed and equally opposing camps, that is, triple 

alliance and triple entente. 

-The two camps increased strength year after year. 

-The relations between the two camps worsened. 

-The alliances operated to convert a local quarrel into a general war. 

-These two camps were the ones that fought the war of 1914. 

-The armies ready for war on the continent were the largest ever formed in Europe in time of 

peace. 
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Other Factors which led to the outbreak of World War One 

-Naval race which increased tension between Britain and Germany 

-Colonial clashes which increased enmity among European powers 

-The Sarajevo assassination which brought the fatal clash between allied and central powers 

European powers involved in the System of Alliances 

-Germany     -Austria-Hungary 

-Russia     -Britain 

-Turkey     -Italy 

-France     -Bulgaria 

2] Colonial clashes /conflicts /rivalry 

They also helped to produce the cataclysm of 1914. Misunderstandings which took place 

among European nations as they competed to control African territories caused the war. 

These imperial conflicts strained relations between major powers. Almost all European 

countries rushed to control African land and this resulted in disputes over control of some 

territories, for example the clash between Italy and France over Tunisia, the Fashoda incident 

and so on. In 1905 and 1911, France and Germany conflicted over Morocco. Morocco was 

taken as a threat by the members of the Entente Cordiale of 1904 and therefore they cemented 

their relationship against Germany. 

3] Naval race 

-It was the competition for building warships especially, between Britain and Germany. 

-In 1870 Germany passed naval laws aimed at the construction of big warships. 

-Britain who considered herself as the mistress of the sea felt threatened. 

-In 1889 Britain vowed to make her navy twice stronger than any two European countries 

combined. 

-After 1890 Germany challenged this view and began competing with Britain and passed 

naval laws aimed at speeding up ship production. 

-Between 1898 and 1900 Germany doubled her warships from 31 to 62. 

-Britain felt threatened and went on to introduce new type of ship known as dreadnought. 

-This type of ship dominated the seas during world war one. 

-This put Germany at a disadvantage because the dreadnought was comparably more 

powerful than any other battleship in existence at that time. 

-It was faster and stronger than any other ship. 

-This rendered other ships virtually useless. 

-Germany not wanting to be outcompeted made her own dreadnought in 1909. 

-Between 1909 and 1912 Germany built 9 dreadnoughts while Britain consequently laid 

down 18 to maintain her supremacy. 

-The naval race reached its peak in 1906 with the launching of the dreadnought by Britain, 

which stimulated German naval rivalry. 

- By 1914 Britain had built 32 dreadnoughts while Germany had 20. 

-Naval race increased tension between Britain and Germany. 

-Together with militarism, naval race cemented the system of alliances which had brought 

Europe nearer to war than to peace. 

Types of ships involved in naval race 

-Dreadnoughts     -Battle cruisers 
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-Light cruisers     -Cruisers 

-Submarines     -Destroyers 

4] Arms race 

-It was the competition in the production of armaments. 

-During the period after 1870 Germany had the finest military machine yet she continued to 

arm. 

-France and Russia looked upon Germany’s own might army with fear and began to arm. 

-They increased arms to counter Germany’s military machine. 

-Almost all European countries embarked on making weapons in order to fully equip their 

armies. 

-Ammunition firms mushroomed all over Europe.  

-Attempts to limit armaments had failed at the Hague Conference of 1899. 

-Tsar Nicholas II had suggested a 5 year halt in arms increases but no positive proposal of 

that kind was accepted. 

-The lead in the rejection came from Germany. 

-As a result the mood of militarism pervaded Europe by 1914. 

-Each announcement of increased armaments expenditure by a European power was viewed 

as a threat by its perceived rival and this created an atmosphere of mutual fear and suspicion 

which played a major part in creating the mood for war in 1914. 

-Once started it was difficult impossible to slow down arms race. 

-On each side there was a complete lack of trust in the intentions. 

-European powers piled and piled arms and once armaments were produced what was left 

was an opportunity to pull the trigger. 

-Arms race increased insecurity among nations. 

5] Militarism ` 

-It was an increase in soldiers by European powers. 

-From the end of the nineteenth century most European powers had been increasing their 

armies. 

-Most European countries began to introduce compulsory military service. 

-Able bodied men were forced to join the army. 

-France, for example, went on to increase military service from 2 to3 years. 

-Russia increased military service from three to three and half years. 

-Germany increased her soldiers up to 5 million. 

-Various war plans were drawn, for example, Schlieffen plan. 

-Railway lines were constructed to reach possible battle fields. 

-These armies were not to remain idle. A chance to put their training into use was inevitable. 

6] Nationalism 

-It is the wish of people with a common origin to be united or to form an independent 

country. 

-The Balkan people, for example, were struggling to win their national independence from 

Turkey and Austria-Hungary. 

-They were anxious to win all people of the same race under their national flags and they 

were anxious to establish themselves in the world so that they would be at par [same level] 

with other great powers. 
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-Some nations, for instance, in the Balkans were anxious to extend their rule over people of 

the same nationality. 

-Serbia, for example, had freed many of her fellow countrymen from the rule of Turkey. 

-She was therefore anxious to complete the task. 

-Serbia wanted to wrest [take] from Austria-Hungary the territory on the Adriatic coast which 

was inhabited by Slavic people [Slavs]. 

-This explains why Serbia and Austria-Hungary were at loggerheads up to 1914. 

-Thus world war one grew out of a clash between Slav nationalism and the multi- ethnic 

Austro-Hungarian Empire. 

-Austria-Hungary had incorporated the Slav people into her empire. 

-This led straight to the Sarajevo assassination. 

7] Germany Weltipolitik 

After the resignation of Bismarck in 1890, Germany adopted a policy of Weltipolitik, a 

policy aimed at leadership and even dominating the whole world. Britain was not prepared to 

let anyone country dominate Europe. She had fought Napoleon I for this reason and was now 

prepared to fight Germany. 

8] Kaiser’s utterances /Tactless public statements by the Kaiser 

Kaiser’s public statements caused the 1914 war. For instance, the Kaiser congratulated Paul 

Krugger after the Jameson raid failure. This provoked Britain. 

9] The Schlieffen plan 

It also caused the 1914 general war. It was a German war plan devised by General Alfred von 

Schlieffen in 1905.  According to this plan Germany wanted to invade France via Belgium 

yet Britain and Germany had agreed not to violate Belgian neutrality [1839 London treaty]. It 

was the violation of Belgian neutrality which brought Britain into the war.   

10] The Moroccan Crisis 

a] First Moroccan Crisis of 1905 / The Tangier Crisis [1905] 

-Germany learnt about the secret agreement [Entente Cordial] between France and Britain. 

-On this agreement French claims on Morocco were recognised by Britain while France 

accepted British control over Egypt. 

-Morocco had been regarded by Europe as officially independent and under joint supervision 

by all powers since 1900. 

-The Entente Cordiale meant France would ignore the independence of Morocco. 

-The cordiale was also meant to exclude German interests in Morocco. 

-Germany which had economic and trading interests in Morocco could, in no way, accept the 

takeover of Morocco by France. 

-The Germany Kaiser felt that Germany’s interests had been sidelined since Germany had 

been left out of the negotiations over the fate [destiny] of Morocco. 

-In 1905 the Kaiser and his chancellor Bulow, visited Tangier, a coastal city in Morocco, in 

an attempt to teach France a lesson that she cannot depend on Britain alone. 

-The Kaiser was keen to show that Germany was now an important power in the area. 

-The Kaiser also wanted to test the strength of the Anglo-French entente [Entente cordial of 

1904]. 

-By that time Russia was too weak to be a reliable ally as she had been defeated by Japan in 

the Russo-Japanese war of 1904. 
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-In a speech the Kaiser supported the Sultans [Moroccans] in their struggle against the 

French. He made a bold speech trying to convince the Sultans that Germany would support 

the independence of Morocco. 

-Both Britain and France were angered by this behaviour of the Kaiser and threatened war. 

-Germany went on to demand a conference to settle the dispute and this conference was held 

at Algeciras in Spain in 1906. 

The Algeciras Conference of 1906   

-This conference was held in Spain. 

-It was attended by Britain, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Spain, Russia and Italy.  

-At this conference it became clear that British backing for France was real. 

-At this conference the Kaiser was humiliated. He had wanted to appear as a major power in 

Africa. 

-Instead, his views were rejected. 

-He was particularly bitter about the way he was treated, as if he had no right to speak on 

such matters. 

-Only Austria-Hungary supported her, the rest supported French control of Morocco. 

-It was agreed that Morocco should remain independent, but French and Spanish police 

forces were to keep order there. 

-The Kaiser who felt humiliated vowed to reverse the decision when Germany’s navy was 

powerful enough. 

b] The Second Moroccan Crisis / Panther Crisis / Agadir Crisis of 1911  

-The Kaiser William II had been disappointed by the outcome of the Algeciras conference in 

1906. 

-In 1908, the French secured the election of a new Sultan of, Morocco because the previous 

one was against the French policy in Morocco. 

-In 1911, a rising occurred against this new Sultan and in order to suppress it the French 

forces occupied the Moroccan capital, Fez. 

-The French claimed that the French citizens were in danger. 

-The Kaiser sensing danger of total control of Morocco by France sent a German gunboat 

called the Panther, to the west coast port of Morocco at Agadir claiming to protect Germans 

who lived there but there were none. 

-The real reasons were [a] to frighten France into giving her some colonial territory in 

compensation for the likely occupation of the whole of Morocco by France. [b] Germany also 

wanted to test the strength of the Anglo-French Entente of 1904. 

-The Germany action excited British opinion as Agadir was close to Gibraltar, a British 

territory in the Mediterranean. 

-The British and French suspected that the Kaiser wanted to establish a naval base at Agadir 

which would threaten Britain’s trade routes. 

-They also suspected that Germany wanted to destroy the Anglo-French Entente or the Triple 

Entente. 

-This resulted in the British standing firmly behind France and it was indicated that Britain 

would not accept German bullying. 

-The British fleet was prepared for action. 

-For some weeks tension was high and there was the danger of an armed collision. 
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